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Success Criteria
Year 5

• I can move confidently in the water on both my front and back.

Year 6

• I can move confidently in the water on both my front and back.

YEAR 5/6

Swimming
Lesson 1 - Intermediate

Learning Objective
To develop gliding, front crawl and backstroke.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Keep your body streamlined and your legs close together.

Equipment
Kickboard x 3
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Pool orientation:
Ask all pupils to sit in a designated waiting area and point out any major features, changes of depth and entry and exit points.

 
Slide in entry:
Sit at the edge of the pool, feet in the water.

Hands on the pool side.

Lower yourself in gently with your back to the wall.

Remind the pupils to watch their back on the wall during entry.

 
Tag:
Three pupils have a kickboard held in both hands and they must chase the others, when they touch someone with the kickboard that person then becomes the tagger with the kickboard.

Taggers must kick with front crawl legs.

Stretch your legs and keep them long.

Relaxed ankles.
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Skill Development
20 Mins

Front push and glide:
Pupils practise pushing off the side and gliding on their front, they return with a stroke of their choice. Repeat a few times.

Place both hands together, stretched out in front.

Eyes to the floor.

Make this harder by setting a target distance for pupils to reach with their push and glide.

 
Back push and glide on back:
Pupils practise pushing off the side and gliding on their back, they return with a stroke of their choice. Repeat a few times.

Arms by your sides.

Long body.
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Eyes to the sky.

Make this harder by setting a target distance for pupils to reach with their push and glide.

 

Front crawl arm action with kicking:
Pupils practise pushing off the side and transitioning into front crawl for six strokes.

Create big slow arm circles.

Think down to my thigh, up to the sky.

Finger tips enter the water first.

Eyes looking at the pool floor.

Teacher note: look for alternating legs and arms.

 
Front crawl challenge:
In pairs one pupil stays at the pool side and times their partner, counting in their head how long it takes for their partner to push and glide, then swim approx.15m in front crawl. They

swap roles and repeat twice, trying to beat their time. Ask the pupils to congratulate their partner and encourage them to try to improve their time.

Pull quickly with arms and use flutter kicks with straight legs.

Make this harder for the pupil timing by asking them to tread water until their partner returns.

Teacher note: the distance is approximate, use a clear set distance for the pupils based on the space you have to teach in.

 
Backstroke arm action with kicking:
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Plenary

Pupils practise pushing off the side and transitioning into backstroke. They complete this over 15m.

Keep your body streamlined and flat with eyes looking up.

Keep your legs close together.

Create big arm circles and pull your arms under water, recover over the water, think up to the sky and down to my thigh.

As the arm circles backwards, brush your ear with your arm. Little finger enters the water first.

Teacher note: the distance is approximate, use a clear set distance for the pupils based on the space you have to teach in.

5 Mins

Exit via the ladder.

Question the pupils about the correct technique for front crawl and backstroke.

What do you feel was a strength for you in these techniques and which element do you feel needs further development?

How did your partner support you today and how did that make you feel?


